
Global visibility and protection for extended shipments
Extended battery life provides full coverage for your products on the 

road, in the port and out on the water. When your ship leaves port, the 

GO Real-Time XL keeps track of the temperature. Every time the ship 

nears port, the unit automatically connects and uploads data before 

the ship reaches the docks. And now, with our dual-mode 2G/3G 

cellular technology, connectivity and access to your data is further 

enhanced. Rest assured that visibility to temperature and location 

data will be available despite the ongoing transition in the cellular 

technology industry.

The GO Real-Time XL 2G/3G Tracker senses light, alerts you when your 

products are at risk on the road and records when doors are opened at 

the dock.

Oversight Dashboard & Mobile app. Data at your fingertips.
Comprehensive and automated reporting is provided through the 

Oversight Dashboard and the Oversight Mobile app. Data is encrypted, 

providing security as it moves to the cloud. Information is at your 

fingertips while you are on the GO with Oversight Mobile. Check status 

and create shipments direct from a phone or tablet. View current 

maps, graphs, and charts of key shipments including temperature, 

security, and location details. Shipment summary reports include 

additional details such as device serial number, trip name and 

duration, mean kinetic temperature, and time above or below range. 

The Oversight Mobile app is available in English, Chinese, Spanish, 

Italian, German, Portuguese, Turkish and French. 

GO Real-Time XL 2G/3G Tracker
Tempurature, location and security with 
dual-mode 2G/3G coverage

Extended battery life to cover  
international shipments

Protect your product in-transit and ensure 
door security

Global visibility with email/text alerts

Access to temperature reports before  
final delivery

Recycle with GO GreenSense™ - ask about 
incentives!

Dual-mode 2G/3G cellular technology



Battery Life: Dual-mode with 60+ days of operation based on 
60-minute reporting interval and temperature 
conditions

Cellular: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz Quadband GSM/GPRS  

Certifications: FCC, IC, PTCRB, CE, RCM

Humidity: -20% to 90% operation, 10% to 95 storage

Memory: Up to 30 days of continuous 60-minute 
temperature measurements

Recycling Options: GO GreenSense™ Program

Temperature Range: -4° F to 158° F (-20° C to 70° C) operating 
environment  
-49° F to +185° F (-45° C to +85° C) storage

Size: 3.07 in x 2.05 in x 1.38 in 
(78 mm x 52 mm x 35 mm)

Weight: 0.30 lbs (136 g)

Oversight Dashboard: Emerson.com/Oversight
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Contact Information

+1 (877) 998-7299

CargoSolutions@Emerson.com

Technical Specifications

Oversight Mobile -
Summary Report

Oversight Mobile -
Map Detail

Email Notification

Download the 

Oversight 

Mobile app


